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the whole game has an emphasis on the immersive environments. there are no menus or load screens - you just press a
button and experience the full 360° vision of each crime scene, without being interrupted. and as you take the witness

statements in your police car, you get to control the stoplight traffic within the streets. this is something that i just love in
videogames and love seeing in l.a. noire. on top of that, each witness or suspect is active in-world, and interacting with

them in real time. it means you have to think quick. silence a witness with a well-timed accusation, or eavesdrop to
uncover a crucial clue. at the end of the day, i played this game for no other reason than to learn how it worked. and even
though i am pretty sure i will not be writing a book like i wanted to, l.a. noire still taught me so much about crime fiction
and how a game can be an immersive, storytelling experience. as a full remake we're also changing the engines that the

games utilise. changing the engines will affect how things are rendered from inside-out, we want to share with you some of
the cool stuff we've been working on, this should give you an idea of what's been added and a little insight into what lies
ahead: the longer i spend in l.a. noire, i'm more and more convinced that the city is alive, and, in fact, at war with itself.
the danger is in getting your squad killed by someone else's. there's no do-over in l. noire, the better you do the more

people you've recruited; your squad mates act as your personal bodyguards; they'll get in the way of bullets and will use
any means necessary to save you. but, you also gain power over them the longer you stay alive, which can have a

profound effect on the game.
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